On Your Mark

- Establish your true ICD-10 preparedness status
  - GAP analysis; IT assessment
  - Workflow and roles evaluation
  - Staff readiness assessment

- Get ICD-10 champions!
  - Project leaders; super users
  - Create a training mix

Go

- Establish ICD-10 transition budget
- Identify most used ICD-9 codes
- Establish how all software and hardware systems will be affected
- Engage billing services and clearinghouses about their plans

- Do more testing
- Be more prepared
- Adjust plans
- Recalculate budgets

Get Set

- Engaging physicians is ICD-10 “key medical concepts’ requirements
- No formal ICD program plan used

- Engage your board beyond a vendor role... into partner role

- ICD-10 and care coordination: new rules
- Lack of contingency plans, including cash reserves

- Review CMS ICD-10 specs; updates
- Create/refine effectiveness measures; use data analytics

Keep Going!

- Your communication
- Lack of alignment and integration

- If you wait, losses could mount
- If you’re dual coding, keep doing it

- Review CMS ICD-10 tandem updates
- Create/influence effectiveness measures
- Leverage NextGen Healthcare Consulting Services

To learn more about NextGen Healthcare solutions visit nextgen.com or call 855-510-6398.